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1 INTRODUCTION

Peer assessment (also called peer grading) is an educational setting in which groups of participants provide other students with feedback on the quality of their work (e.g., homework or exam solutions) and assess their peers’ effort [66, 87]. In peer assessment, instead of or in addition to instructors and teaching assistants, students participate in the grading process [82]. In a peer assessment scenario, individuals evaluate the value, amount, or success of the products or outcomes of the learning process of peers with similar status to them [82]. Peer assessment is a recognized, unique form of collaborative learning, that has become a well-known pedagogical method in higher education [66].

Peer assessment is widely used in many classrooms worldwide [25], usually incorporated into computer applications by researchers in computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) [63, 66]. Peer grading has numerous benefits per the literature, including but not limited to improvement in students’ skill acquisition [26], advancement of critical thinking in students [18], positive effect on student attitudes [82], and better learning outcomes [68].

However, the computer-supported peer assessment systems currently in use suffer from some drawbacks, such as low reliability of the scores given by the peers [14, 51], lack of transparency [96], the effect of personal bias [8–10, 38, 64], high grading burden [39], and lack of intense motivation [48, 85]. While the previous works have attempted to find solutions for the problems mentioned above and evaluate them, each has only focused on a few issues. Hence, there is a
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literature gap regarding a transparent, fair, and fast peer assessment framework that addresses the well-known issues of traditional peer grading systems.

In this paper, we provide a decentralized peer assessment method, a viable approach to peer grading, correctly and sufficiently addressing the issues commonplace among traditional peer assessment systems. We build our decentralized system based on a blockchain network since a blockchain core assures us a high level of transparency in the grading process. We summarize the common issues with peer assessment from the literature and address them one-by-one by incorporating specific principles in our decentralized peer assessment system. Moreover, we find the potential problems with using a blockchain-based system in an academic environment and provide feasible solutions.

In addition to providing our novel decentralized peer assessment method, we conducted interviews with students who had previous experience with peer assessment. We used the outcomes of the interviews and the literature to derive design concepts for a user-centric courseware (CW) software with support for peer assessment. Based on the design concepts, we designed and developed Blockment, a web-based CW application to help students, instructors, and teaching assistants in a classroom use peer assessment based on our decentralized method in their courses. As a result, in addition to providing our decentralized system, we also state how we should embed it in a user-centric design in real-world pedagogical scenarios.

To evaluate if our decentralized peer assessment method is effective and addresses the common problems it aimed initially to solve, we ran two experiments on a total of 52 students. We asked the students to provide us with their perception of the fairness of the grade and grading speed to analyze them quantitatively, alongside the raw grades to find insights into grade reliability. We also asked them to answer open questions to find insights into the transparency of our method and the motivation of the participants, which we analyzed qualitatively. In addition, we tested the user experience of Blockment in a laboratory usability experiment with eleven current or former students in a think-aloud process to find if people see our design as intuitive. The results from the experiments show that our proposed system successfully addresses the significant issues with the previous peer assessment schemes. The contributions of our work are threefold:

- We provide a novel peer assessment system built over blockchain and show how it successfully addresses the common issues among most other peer assessment schemes, collected from the literature (as discussed in Section 2.2).
- We extract the possible issues with using a decentralized system and address them by adding specific principles to our blockchain backbone system.
- We contribute to the current literature on CSCL and human-computer interaction (HCI) by collecting and providing design concepts for a user-centric interface, as well as implementing and evaluating it in a laboratory usability experiment, that operates on our proposed decentralized backbone without exposing the technical difficulties of such a system to the users.

We implement a web application based on our collected design concepts called Blockment. Our proposed backbone system and CW design aim to solve the commonplace peer assessment issues. They can be used in various educational environments to improve the transparency and fairness of grades obtained collaboratively in a peer grading scheme. Our evaluation of Blockment in our laboratory experiment suggests embedding Blockment as a viable peer grading CW software in higher-education courses.
2 RELATED WORK AND CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

This research was inspired by the literature around peer assessment and its benefits, computer-supported collaborative learning, previous attempts at addressing the issues of computer-supported peer assessment, and blockchain and its role in education.

2.1 Definition and Benefits of Peer Assessment

Peer assessment is a pedagogical scenario in which students collaboratively provide their peers with qualitative and quantitative feedback on their work and evaluate the effectiveness of their peers’ learning process [66, 82, 87]. Peer assessment is different from the traditional methods of grading in the sense that grading was traditionally the sole responsibility of the tutor [22]. Peer assessment is a method for collaborative and social learning, which has recently received attention as a viable frame for learning [32]. While peer assessment is performed mainly by the students, it is considered a “teaching activity” [30]. Providing reviews to peers on their work has been widely used in classrooms since the 1970s and is rising in adoption among educational environments [25, 42, 57, 77]. Peer assessment is conducted in various ways, depending on the course topic and structure, and is not limited to grading papers [25]. For example, it can help facilitate code reviews in computer science courses, evaluate the contribution of team members in course projects, and judge the quality of the documentation provided along with the code in programming projects [25].

Numerous benefits to peer assessment have been explored and discovered in the literature. Although the attitude toward peer assessment differs among student bodies [28], students benefit from and learn by both receiving and providing peer evaluation, which helps them find valuable methods to improve their skills [68, 83, 95]. In a study by Georgouli et al. [26], students expressed satisfaction with collaborative peer evaluation in the class. Also, Cheng et al. [13] have shown that peer assessment exercises lead to a shift in the students’ attitudes. Peer assessment is considered beneficial, valid, and reliable, and students positively evaluate the peer assessment procedure as being beneficial [13, 43, 60, 61, 81], especially in a blended learning context [12]. Providing educational reviews to peers is known to develop reflective processes, such as critical thinking [18, 45] or cognitive skills [72]. As such, a classroom is a fitting place for providing suggestions on their work to peers since the subject is fresh and there is a high possibility of in-depth interaction among peers [18].

Moreover, peer assessment leads to effective grading of written material [87], positive formative effects on the attitudes and achievements of students [82], and increased personal motivation due to the active involvement of the students [9]. It allows students to improve their responsibility and autonomy [13], master academic concepts [78], understand the grading process and the assignment content better, and compare and discuss the assignment [9]. As such, peer assessment has been successfully employed in various academic environments, leading to several benefits [72]. It helps build a strong learning community [74] and improves the efficiency of educational procedures under the digitalization of education at schools [65], ultimately leading to addressing the concerns regarding quality education, the fourth goal of the United Nations Sustainability Goals [93].

2.2 Computer-Supported Peer Assessment

While peer assessment can be also applied to traditional classrooms without the use of new technologies, computer-supported approaches can be also used to facilitate this process. Computer-supported collaborative Learning (CSCL) is a promising idea to help learning and tutoring progress with the assistance of novel information and communication technologies (ICT) [41]. Numerous computer systems have been implemented to support students in peer assessment,
many dating back to the early days of the world wide web. Filippakis et al. [23] have developed a web application to help distribute assignments in peer evaluation scenarios. Gehriger [24] has implemented a peer grader system that encourages careful review of the submissions. Trivedi et al. [83] have designed a web-based system for anonymous peer evaluation and online course management, with a rubric designed and maintained by an instructor. Davies [17] has addressed the issue of plagiarism in computer-supported peer assessment systems. Also, in recent works, researchers have designed and implemented systems for using collective intelligence to support students in sharing knowledge [59]. They also used conversational agents and chatbots to guide students in the peer assessment process [40], and cloud teaching assistant systems in massive open online courses (MOOCs) [89].

However, there are several limitations in the previous peer assessment systems, which researchers have independently tried to address by introducing specific principles. These limitations form the motivation to perform the current research:

2.2.1 Low reliability of the scores. Cheng et al. [14] believed peer assessments are not sufficiently reliable for being used instead of or in addition to conventional teacher assessments. Also, by calculating inter-rater reliability, Magin et al. [51] found that teacher ratings have a significantly higher inter-rater agreement than peer rating. They claim it would require averaging the scores given by up to four peer raters to match the reliability of one teacher.

2.2.2 Lack of transparency. Smith et al. [73] have raised the issue of low transparency in conventional peer assessment methods. They witnessed increased transparency by using a trial marking exercise and intervention by the experiment designers [73]. Perdue et al. [62] examined the role of transparency on peer review quality in MOOCs and found that transparent peer assessment produced higher-quality feedback than other systems.

2.2.3 Effect of personal bias on fairness of the grades. Brindley et al. [9] have discussed the effects of personal bias on the awarded marks. Kulkarni et al. [38] found that giving students feedback on their grading bias boosted subsequent accuracy. On the other hand, removing personal bias through anonymity may lead to a decrease in transparency [62]. In order to characterize the relationships of bias among the students, Chan et al. [10] suggested three probabilistic models for peer assessment. In order to account for the various bias and precision of student assessors, Bradley [8] has investigated the usage of a hierarchical Bayesian model and demonstrated that the model is solid and improves assessment fairness in actual assessments.

2.2.4 High grading burden. According to Kulkarni et al. [39], peer assessment forces students to spend a lot of time grading the work of their peers even while it aids in reflection and exposes them to various viewpoints. They combine peer and automated grading to maintain the integrity of peer assessment and lighten the grading burden. They illustrate how combining peer collaboration with machine learning might enhance learning.

2.2.5 Lack of strong motivation. The issue of student’s lack of motivation is brought up by Lu et al. [48] They discover compelling statistical proof that “rating the graders themselves” improves the quality of peer grading. Also, Turner et al. [85] demonstrate the critical necessity for outside motivation to get students involved in peer assessment scenarios.

2.3 Blockchain and Blockchain-based Systems

A blockchain is a growing list of records (called blocks) linked together using cryptography methods, each containing a hash of the previous block, transaction data, and timestamp [58]. The first application for Blockchain was provided by Nakamoto [58], in which Nakomoto introduced a decentralized transaction ledger to implement the Bitcoin cryptocurrency.
Bitcoin’s system, as a well-known example of a blockchain-based system, operates in a decentralized fashion without relying on a trusted third party. Since its introduction, no fraud on the blockchain network has been found [27]. A blockchain network ensures transparency since a transparent log of every transaction is visible to everyone observing the network [4]. It also ensures security, reliability, and data integrity [2]. Blockchain is a new type of infrastructure that has the potential to fundamentally alter the way that people interact, cooperate, organize, and self-identify [21].

In addition to cryptocurrency and Bitcoin, blockchain has been used as a viable backbone in implementing various HCI and user-centric systems [16, 21, 86]. Researchers have used blockchain for trusted timestamping [31], proof of patents and copyright [79], digitalized land registration [88], agriculture [3, 52], and efficiently managing water use under climate changes [44], to name a few.

Blockchain has also been used in educational and pedagogical settings [2, 67]. Researchers have implemented blockchain-based solutions in numerous scenarios, including but not limited to managing verifiable educational and course certificates [5, 29]. They have evaluated students’ professional ability through cooperative systems [46, 47], securing a collaborative learning environment [6, 7, 99], fees and credits transfer [33, 91], enhancing students’ interactions in e-learning [99], and supporting lifelong learning [54].

3 OUR PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we first describe the reason behind using a blockchain platform as a base for our method. Then, we describe an overview of our proposed method and details of the assessment procedure.

3.1 Why Blockchain?

To solve the issues introduced in Section 2.2, we examined various methods that can be implemented to improve peer assessment. We claim that using blockchain-based systems can be a viable solution to the issues mentioned above. We have identified numerous advantages [16, 86] of using blockchain-based systems in peer assessment, each solving one of the issues in Section 2.2: Blockchain-based systems are reliable, as no single entity can alter the data in the system [75]. They are also transparent since all the data in a blockchain network is visible to everyone observing it [4]. Blockchain-based systems also decrease the effect of personal bias since they can remain anonymous [1, 90, 98]. Blockchain-based systems also decrease the grading burden since no centralized entity is needed to grade the works or collect the students’ grades [97]. Finally, blockchain-based systems can increase the motivation of students, since they can be gamified in the sense that students can earn rewards for their work (e.g. higher grades or grading power) [36, 71]. As a result, using a blockchain platform as the core of our method ensures that our system is reliable, transparent, unbiased, with a low burden, and motivating. Such a system has the potential to satisfy both students and teachers of a given course at the same time.

3.2 Overview of Our Method

In our method, students start by signing up for the courses. The record of each student’s registration in the course will be put on a blockchain. As the students download or watch lectures, the records will be updated accordingly by inserting new log records in the blockchain. Meanwhile, homework handouts are designed and released collaboratively, and the students submit their answers to the decentralized network. Each homework solution will be assessed by a sample of people including three user roles: the instructor, the teaching assistants, and the other students taking the same course.
After completing a course, the students will get a certificate if they have eligible grades, and the certificate is pushed to the blockchain, making it verifiable, immutable, and transparent. In our proposed process, validator nodes (e.g., educational institutions) provide the users with the available data and prevent the need for storing the whole data on every users’ device while preserving the privacy, distribution, and transparency. Our method supports registered students through the whole learning process and will reward them for their effort in the course. In our method, enrolled students learn the material as the course moves forward, and throughout the progress of the course, they design new homework handouts and ask fellow students to send their answers. After each class member solved the problem set given to them, which other learners developed, they begin to assess their fellow students’ solutions.

3.3 Details of the Assessment Procedure

The assessment procedure in our method works as follows:

1. Students submit their homework anonymously to validator nodes of their choice. The submission is encrypted with public keys of those validator nodes.
2. Each validator node confirms the receipt of the submission by sending the solution to an encrypted challenge.
3. The students, the teacher, and the teaching assistants compete to assess the submitted homework. After assessing the homework, they release the papers, the assessment details, and the given grade, which are gathered into a block and added to the blockchain. Their knowledge score in the system and the assessment time determine the priority and impact of that block and the rewards they receive. The students get a small amount (one point) of score for assessing each paper. At least three students should assess each homework.
4. The students act as miners, which means they check the assessment details of papers and add the verified assessments to the blockchain. Each block consists of the homework/exam questions, responses, and grading results. The miners get a score (similar to Bitcoin in the Bitcoin blockchain [58]) for verifying the grades. In our method, the winner is not who possesses better hardware (similar to the case in the Bitcoin blockchain [58]), but who has a better knowledge of the course and is more proficient at assessing other solutions. This makes our method in line with improving educational outcomes. To ensure this, every student gives a half-point of score to the student that assessed their paper, so that the blocks associated with students with higher assessment scores have a higher chance of being accepted.

In Figure 1, we have provided a simple diagram of how our proposed method works.
Fig. 1. A simple diagram of our proposed method. Students upload their homework, which is broadcasted to the network. Others assess the homework and help in certifying the assessments, and the new grade is added as a block to the blockchain.

To incentivize the users, we propose a metric called the reputation score. This score is used by the validator nodes to prioritize submissions and assessments and is also used to assess the credibility of assessments.

New users have a base reputation score of 10. When a work submitted by a user is scored by other users, the user gains a reputation score equal to the weighted average of the given scores, where the weights used for averaging are the reviewers’ reputation scores. To have fair conditions, the given scores are normalized before averaging so that the possible score range would be from $-10$ to $+10$. For example, if the scores are out of 100 and the minimum possible score is 0, they are first divided by 5 and then reduced by 10 before averaging.

In addition, if an assessment receives a review, the writer of the assessment will gain a reputation score equal to the score they receive, normalized similar to the example above so that the possible score range would be from $-5$ to $+5$.

We also propose a native token called Stamina, to incentivize validating and prevent spamming. Users are charged one Stamina for each data submission and are given two Stamina for each assessment. The validator nodes can not issue Stamina for themselves directly, but they manage its distribution to the users with the said rule.

If users run out of Stamina and can not get any by assessing, they may request the validators to give them 5 Stamina, with the condition that a week must have passed from their last request. New users do not have any Stamina to start with, but they can request to receivie it as explained before. Stamina can also be issued by trading in reputation score, where one reputation score gives 2 Stamina. Unlike reputation score, Stamina may be transferred willingly to another user.
3.4 Details on System Architecture

To provide users with authenticity, availability, and privacy, we propose a distributed network with validator nodes and user roles including student, teacher, and teaching assistant. The main distributed database is propagated through the validator node network and normal users can access the whole database by interaction with the validator nodes, without needing to store it completely on their own devices.

Each user is defined with a (public key, private key) pair. The public key and the private key are effectively the user’s username and password, respectively. The distribution of the public key is independant of our proposed system and users can share their public key by any means they desire.

New users are considered students by default. For a user to be recognized as a teacher or teaching assistant for a specific course, they need to be given the role by an existing privileged user in the course. The user who creates a course is its sole teacher upon creation, and they can assign the privileged roles to other users afterwards.

We propose to use two chains, the mainnet and the briefnet. The mainnet is the main chain and contains the whole system data including the roles, the files, the courses, and the scores. Every validator node keeps a copy of the mainnet and changes are propagated through the network. Users can retrieve copies of specific parts or the whole mainnet from the nodes at will. The briefnet contains only essential data, including data about the courses and the material available for scoring. Every user and validator node keeps a copy of the briefnet.

A typical block of the mainnet contains the block number, the submission ID, the user IDs, the data, the encrypted data, the data description, the transaction data, the signature count, the public keys for the signer validator nodes, a nonce, and the Hash of previous block.

A typical block of the briefnet contains the block number, a submission ID, the user IDs, the data, the data description, a nonce, an the hash of the previous block. It has a similar structure to the mainnet, but eliminates parts such as encrypted data. Blocks from the mainnet and the briefnet are associated together using the submission ID.

The identity of a validator node is also defined with a (public key, private key) pair, just like normal users. The distribution of validator node public keys is also independant of our proposed system and nodes can broadcast and share their public keys by any means they desire.

With the proposed structure, we want to achieve privacy for the users and prevent unauthorized access (e.g., students accessing the answers from other students before submitting a solution themselves) while preserving the availability and transparency. Sensitive data such as files are encrypted before being stored.

For increased security, the encrypted data part of the mainnet blocks is encrypted with the public key of the validator node the mainnet is stored in. We call this a signature from the validator node. Depending on the use case, users can set the signature count to a number higher than one. In any case, the public keys of all signer validator nodes will be included in the respective block part, and the collaboration of all involved nodes is needed to decrypt the data.

To submit a piece of data, the users must select a signature count N for their proposed block. They then select N validator nodes of their choice and create a challenge (as described below) for each. After confirmation with the nodes, the user consecutively encrypts the sensitive data with all of the nodes’ public keys and sends the request to the nodes.

A challenge is created, and subsequently verified, through the following steps.

1. The user produces a nonce (a large random number), and encrypts it with their own and the destination validator node’s public keys.
2. The user sends the encrypted nonce to the node.
3. The node decrypts the encrypted nonce with its own private key and sends it back to the user.
(4) The user decrypts the received response and compares it with the nonce. If identical, the challenge is pronounced successful; otherwise, it is rejected.

After receiving a valid new request, the validator node creates a new block and adds it to its own mainnet. It then sends a verification message encrypted with the user’s public key to the user. It then selects some other validator nodes and for each, it generates a new request by decrypting the encrypted data with its own private key and then encrypting it with the destination node’s public key. If the data is not new, the request will be ignored.

This architecture causes the mainnet on different nodes to be different and unique, but the redundancy and the fact that the mainnets on all nodes contain the same data, but with different keys, prevents mutability of blocks created in the past. Duplicates are also recognized using a submission ID that is shared with the respective block from the briefnet.

After receiving the confirmation from the respective validator nodes, a block generated for the submission is added to the briefnet by both the user and the node and the change is then propagated through the network. When a party receives a change request to the briefnet, they validate it with other users and validator nodes before accepting it.

The transactions of reputation score and Stamina are also submitted to the mainnet just like any other kind of data. If the transaction is dependant on another submission (e.g., submitting a solution, creating a course, or assessing other submissions), the data is written in the transaction data section in the same block as the main submission. Otherwise, in the case of transmitting Stamina, a new submission is created for the transaction and the details are written in the data section and the affected user in the user IDs section.

The Stamina balance and reputation score for each user can be determined by either querying validator nodes, or by retrieving a copy of the whole mainnet from a validator node and computing the balances by taking into account the transactions with the desired user in the user IDs section.

3.5 Example of Our Method in Practice

For example, imagine Paul and Carole are the only two students enrolled in a course (a simplified situation). The course consists of Merlin (the instructor) and Arthur (the only TA). At first, before the enrollment in the course started, Merlin had prepared selected readings, as well as video lectures (in case the class is a flipped classroom or a MOOC), and he had uploaded them to the network; the material might have also been checked by Arthur (the TA). Then, after the registration start date, Paul and Carole register for the course. Their records get updated (by inserting a new record with updated details of the student’s profile, indicating the passed courses and necessary certificates) in the blockchain, ensuring transparency and proof-checking one’s skills by any observer easily (just as with other blockchain systems [4]).

After the enrollment of Paul and Carole (the students) in the course and reaching certain checkpoints in the lectures and/or readings set by Merlin or Arthur, they will be asked to design problem sets based on the lecture contents and also similar to some example initial problem sets possibly given by Merlin and/or Arthur to them, to guide them on how to design problems for that specific topic.

After the designed problem sets are released, a selected number of questions (determined by Merlin or Arthur at the beginning) will be assigned to each student without them knowing which problem belongs to which person (the problem sets should be submitted in an anonymized way). Each student will answer the problems assigned to them, and the problem set they have designed and submitted before. Preparing the answer to the questions designed by the student is necessary because it will later act as a solution key for grading the answers.
After the answers are collected, the answers, along with the solutions provided by the designer of the problem, are assigned randomly to the registered students to grade, as explained earlier. When grading is finished, all solutions and the assigned grades are inserted into the blockchain, ensuring the immutability and transparency of the grading results. The blocks associated with students who have higher assessment scores can have a higher chance of being accepted. The final certificate issued to each student is easily verifiable by running a computer program (or observing by an individual) over each student’s records in the publicly-available blockchain of our method.

4 DESIGN OF BLOCKMENT

In Section 3 we claimed that our proposed method satisfies our desired characteristics of a peer-grading scheme. Nevertheless, our method also needs to be included in a user-centric CW software in order to be able to be used effectively by the students, teachers, and teaching assistants.

In this section, we present the design of Blockment, our blockchain-based peer CW software for peer grading, indicated to be used in university and specifically undergraduate courses. Blockment acts as a user-centric wrapper around our proposed model and helps to enforce necessary policies and rules for running our method based on requirements from the literature. We also designed a prototype of Blockment to test the feasibility of our proposed design.

4.1 Design Issues in the Literature

Previous works have identified critical issues in the design of blockchain-based platforms and computer-supported peer grading systems. This section discusses the issues identified in the literature and how we address them in our design. To find the issues, we reviewed the previous literature by searching for the keywords “peer grading issues,” “grading challenges,” “challenges in blockchain systems,” and their combinations in Google Scholar. We analyzed 11 papers and identified four clusters relevant to our work, which we consider them all in designing Blockment:

- **A) Self-Grading [70, 76]:** Blockment ensures that the person who assigns the grade of a particular handout is not the person who graded it in the first place. Even though the users participate anonymously, it is evident that students remember whether a specific handout is theirs. While students feel more motivated to learn in self-grading scenarios, grade inflation may occur in such settings.

- **B) Grade Verification [36, 71]:** To increase transparency and verification validity in a blockchain network, Blockment rates each user and validates their new assessments by a reputation score. Blockment rewards scores to the users as an incentive for checking and correcting to address the need for more specific checkers and correctors. The blockchain includes the final reputation of each user as part of their certificate. We have previously discussed the details of the reputation score in Section 3.3.

- **C) Scalability [15, 50, 69, 92]:** Peer grading systems are usually designed for small groups of students, which is not scalable to large classes. In addition, the number of students willing to grade the homework is usually less than the number of students who submit their homework. Our blockchain-based system improves the scalability of peer grading by using a distributed network of users who all participate in the grading process and are assigned handouts to grade by our system.

- **D) Usability [34, 37, 80]:** To use a blockchain-based method for peer grading, the users should be familiar with blockchain technology, which is a potential problem for the students. Few works have considered user-centric interfaces when developing their blockchain-based applications, which leads to usability issues. Consequently,
our user-centric platform’s user experience does not show any of the system’s blockchain underpinnings and technical sides on the surface. It resembles traditional CW software, making it usable and suitable for people who are not necessarily familiar with blockchain technology.

4.2 User Interface of Blockment

Based on the requirements from the literature, we designed Blockment, our user-centric platform for peer grading. Blockment is a CW software that helps students submit and grade each other’s homework. It is a user-centric wrapper around our proposed model, which includes specific policies for running our method from the literature (as described in Section 4.1). Blockment is a responsive web app that can be opened and used on various screen sizes and devices (apart from smartphones). The back-end API of Blockment is developed in Python using the Flask\(^2\) framework, and the front-end is developed in JavaScript, HTML, and CSS.

The front-end design resembles traditional CW software, where users can enroll in a course, submit their homework, and grade each other’s homework. A screenshot of the homework assessment page of Blockment is shown in Figure 2. After all the students in a course upload their solutions to the system, participants in the grading process can click on the “Get an assignment to assess” button to get a randomly selected anonymous homework to grade. The user grades the handout and submits their proposed grade to the system, which will contribute to the student’s total grade and be published to the blockchain.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of Blockment, showing the page for uploading solutions to homework handouts and assessing handouts of other students enrolled in the same course.

Based on requirement D from Section 4.1, we designed Blockment to be a user-centric platform that hides the system’s blockchain underpinnings and technical sides. As a result, the students, instructors, and teaching assistants can use Blockment without the need to know how to interpret and work with blockchain technologies to use Blockment.

\(^2\)https://flask.palletsprojects.com/
The users can interact with Blockment as a traditional CW software, and the system will handle the blockchain-related technical tasks in the background.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed method in an experiment done in classroom environments at a university. By conducting this experiment, we aim to investigate the impact of our method on fairness, reliability, and transparency of the grades, as well as grading motivation and time. To achieve this, we conducted our experiment in two classrooms in the undergraduate computer science program at a West Asian university. We also evaluated the design of Blockment qualitatively based on interviews with students. We aimed to conduct our experiments on real students, teaching assistants, and instructors to increase the validity of our experiment design. The participants did not receive compensation; however, they were awarded up to 0.5 additional points (out of 20) in the course after correctly participating in the experiments.

We conducted classroom experiments to test our proposed method on two undergraduate-level classes in a Western Asian university. The first class included 19 students (7 female and 12 male, with an average age of 20.42), and the second class included 33 students (9 female and 24 male, with an average age of 20.03). Every participant was informed about the purpose of the experiment and that they would be awarded points for their participation via email and in the classroom. We conducted design evaluation interviews with eleven students (6 male and 5 female, with an average age of 21.29) who all had participated in grading before, either as teaching assistants or as participants in peer grading scenarios.

5.1 Classroom Experiment Design

We designed our classroom study intending to find the effects of our method on five dimensions extracted from previous works (see Section 2.2): 1) reliability of scores, 2) personal bias, 3) grading burden, 4) transparency of grading, and 5) motivation for assessment. As a result, our research questions were as follows:

- RQ1: How does our method affect the reliability of the grades?
- RQ2: How does our method affect the influence of the personal bias of the assessors on the grades?
- RQ3: How does our method affect the grading burden of the graders and the grading speed?
- RQ4: How does our method affect the transparency of the grading process?
- RQ5: How does our method affect the motivation of the graders?

To answer our research questions, we designed our experiment as follows. First, we presented a summary of our research as a general introduction in the classroom to the students. Then, we asked the students to submit their solutions to the homework problems in their course by uploading files to a Google Drive folder using Google Forms. Students were notified of details on where and how to submit their solutions via emails sent by the course instructors. The handouts were graded in two ways: first, by the instructor in a centralized (traditional) manner, and second, by the

---

1We accept that this sample is not necessarily a true representative of all courses. We specifically note this as a limitation in Section 7.2.
2By correctly, we mean answering all the questions asked of them in sufficient detail. A researcher checked for answers to see if they included sufficient data or not.
3We collected the demographics data via Google Forms.
4By which we mean the five extracted limitations from the literature
5We collected all the data in Google Drive in order to be able to supervise the process and find investigable results, rather than a fully-anonymous approach, only for the sake of the experiment. Moreover, we considered the student numbers of the students as the indication of their public keys.
students themselves using our method. We adjusted our method to enable supervision of the grading process by the researchers by collecting the grades and a solution in a centralized setting as well, only for the sake of the experiment.

We then compared the grades given by the teaching assistants and the grades given by the students using our method. Each student received their grade at the end of each grading process for that specific student via our system. They could also see the grades of other students at the end. After the student received their score from both the traditional and our new grading methods, we also asked them to fill out a Google Forms questionnaire about their experience with the grading process. The questionnaire link was sent to the students via emails from the course instructors. Besides asking for demographics (age and gender) considering the method described by Hughes et al. [35], we asked four experiment questions (EQs) in the questionnaire. We designed the EQs in a way that we can derive the answers to the RQs from.

The EQs are as follows:

• **EQ1:** How fast was the grading process for each of the two methods? (from 0 for very slow to 10 for very fast)

• **EQ2:** How fair and unbiased do you think your grades are for each method? (from 0 for very unfair and biased to 10 for very fair and unbiased)

• **EQ3:** How fair and unbiased do you think other students’ grades are for each method? (from 0 for very unfair and biased to 10 for very fair and unbiased)

• **EQ4:** How did you perceive the grading process in our new method? (open question)

All students received the same set of questions. We specifically note that we did not use EQs from previous works and rather designed them on our own to make them fit to our specific method. We choose the EQs such that they can provide us with viable answers to the RQs. We decided that using EQs directly taken from a previous work limited us in coherently representing our solution to the five limitations extracted from the literature. Instead, we provide the EQs in a way that the answers the students give to them can provide us with direct insights into how our method was successful in addressing the five literature-extracted limitations.

5.2 Laboratory Usability Experiment Design

While investigating the effect of our proposed method, our classroom experiment did not evaluate the design and usability of Blockment. To investigate the design of Blockment, we conducted semi-structured design interviews in the form of laboratory usability tests [19, 20, 56, 84] with eleven students who had participated in peer grading before. All students had the experience of participating in at least three grading tasks in the past. Six students had experienced assessment as a TA duty in other courses, and six were previously enrolled in classes that used traditional peer grading systems.9

The students were asked to use Blockment after a short introduction to the system’s goal without formally introducing the blockchain underpinnings. The rules enforced in the system (e.g., the fact that the students can only grade the handouts of other students after they have provided their solutions to the homework) were also not explained explicitly to the students. Two researchers closely observed the student’s interactions with the system and took notes about the student’s experiences with the system. In the end, the researchers asked the students to answer open questions about their experience with the system and took notes of the answers they provided. Each interview lasted for about 10 to 15 minutes. The usability questions (UQs) asked at the end of each usability interview were as follows:

• **UQ1:** What did you understand about how the assessment method in Blockment works?

---

8 We also asked questions related to other students to remove any bias in answering questions due to an unexpectedly low or high grade in the homework handouts.

9 One student had both the TA and peer grading experience.
• UQ2: Did you face any difficulty in working with and understanding Blockment?
• UQ3: What did you especially like about Blockment?
• UQ4: Did you face any confusion in working with and understanding Blockment?
• UQ5: What did you dislike about Blockment?
• UQ6: What do you suggest for improvement in our system?

In designing the UQs, we were inspired by the methods performed in previous qualitative studies evaluating web-based educational tools (e.g. [53, 55]). We modified and adapted the general approach in qualitative studies of web applications to our specific system. We then extracted the UQs ourselves in a way that covers both the positive and the negative points of the system, in addition to asking for improvement suggestions from them.

All participants were asked the same questions.

6 RESULTS

We investigated the effects of our proposed method on the five dimensions of peer assessment (as described in Section 5.1), and the usability of our proposed interface for Blockment (as described in Section 5.2). We first present the results of our classroom experiment and then present the results of our laboratory usability experiment.

6.1 Classroom Experiment Results

To answer the research questions in Section 5.1, we analyzed the results of the questionnaire we asked the students to fill out after receiving their grades. We also analyzed the grades given by the instructor traditionally and the grades given by the students using our method. We present the results of our analysis in the following subsections, separated by the research questions.

6.1.1 RQ1: How does our method affect the reliability of the grades? Peer grading has previously shown low reliability of the grades compared to the traditional assessment process [14, 51]. As a result, it is necessary to know if the grades given by our method to students are significantly different compared to the grades given by the traditional method. We used a Welch Two-Sample T-Test [49] to find if there is a significant difference between the grades. The mean of the grades given by the instructor with the traditional method was 76.31 out of 100 (SD = 24.06), and the mean of the grades given by the students based on our method was 76.90 out of 100 (SD = 23.41). The p-value obtained from conducting the test was 0.3702 (p > 0.05), which means that there is no significant difference between the grades given by the instructor in the traditional way and the grades given by the students using our method. This result doesn’t show any evidence that our method is not reliable enough. As the calculated means and STDs are close enough to each other, we claim our method is reliable enough for peer grading. The results from conducting the test are included in Table 1.

6.1.2 RQ2: How does our method affect the influence of the personal bias of the assessors on the grades? Personal bias affects the grades given to the students in conventional peer review settings per the previous works [9]. To see if our method imposes any negative effect on the grades of the students, we ask them to compare the grades obtained from the traditional way with our method and answer the question How fair and unbiased do you think your grades are for each of the two methods? with 0 for very unfair and biased, to 10 for very fair and unbiased. The mean of the answers given by the students for the traditional method was 7.88 out of 10 (SD = 1.85), and the mean of the answers given by the students for our method was 8.50 out of 10 (SD = 1.21). The p-value obtained from conducting the Welch Two-Sample T-Test [49]
was 0.0120 (p < 0.05), which means that surprisingly, the measured fairness and unbiasedness of the grades given by the
students using our method is significantly higher than the grades given by the instructor in the traditional way.

To remove the effect of the personal bias of the students themselves, we also asked the students to compare the
grades of other students between the traditional method and our method and answer the question *How fair and unbiased
do you think the grades of other students are for each of the two methods?* with 0 for very unfair and biased, to 10 for very
fair and unbiased. The mean of the answers given by the students for the traditional method was 7.38 out of 10 (SD = 2.05), and the mean of the answers given by the students for our method was 8.13 out of 10 (SD = 1.30). The p-value
obtained from conducting the *Welch Two-Sample T-Test* [49] was 0.0131 (p < 0.05), which reaffirms the claim in the
previous comparison. The results thus show that our method is fair and unbiased enough to be used in peer grading.
The results from conducting the test are included in Table 1.

6.1.3 RQ3: How does our method affect the grading burden of the graders and the grading speed? According to the
existing literature [39], conventional peer grading if supervised directly by moderators instead of a self-reliant network,
takes a lot of time. Thus, it is important that our proposed method doesn’t take a significantly longer time than the
traditional centralized method of grading to make it suitable for use in real classroom environments. We asked the
students to compare the time which was spent on grading between receiving the grades from the traditional method
and our method by answering the question *How fast was the grading process for each of the two methods, in your opinion?*
with 0 for very slow, to 10 for very fast. The mean of the answers given by the students for the traditional method
was 5.46 out of 10 (SD = 2.13), and the mean of the answers given by the students for our method was 7.77 out of 10 (SD = 2.34). The p-value obtained from conducting the *Welch Two-Sample T-Test* [49] was 0.000016 (p < 0.05), which means
that the time spent on grading using the traditional way is significantly higher than the time spent on grading using
our new method and our method is less burdensome for the graders. This result shows that our method is not highly
time-consuming to be used in assessment settings since it is faster than the conventional centralized method of grading,
which is currently being used in many classrooms. The results from conducting the test are included in Table 1.

6.1.4 RQ4: How does our method affect the transparency of the grading process? Previous works have mentioned the low
transparency in conventional peer grading methods [62, 73]. As our method aimed to improve and increase transparency,
we collected feedback from the students using a form designed in Google Forms platform on how they perceived
our method with the open question *How did you perceive the grading process in our new method?*. Two researchers
analyzed the answers provided by the students in the same place at the same time, and in case of conflicts in extracting
information, they discussed the answers and reached a consensus. The answers given by 46 out of 53 students (86.79%)
cluded feedback on specific aspects of the assessment process (e.g., how the score can be calculated at the end, how the
decentralized process helps the grading, potential issues, etc.), which means that the students were able to understand
the grading process, and thus, the transparency of the grading process was increased. This result shows that our method
is transparent enough to be used in peer grading.

6.1.5 RQ5: How does our method affect the motivation of the graders? Previous researchers have demonstrated the
necessity for external motivation to get students involved in peer grading [85]. The instructors in the two courses on
which we conducted our experiment agreed to provide bonus points to students successfully participating in the grading
process and successfully completing the questionnaire. From the 1.0 bonus point designated for each student, 0.2 was

10 We aimed to measure the grading speed qualitatively, since a) we didn’t have precise data for the time it took for the instructor to grade each handout
separately and classified according to the name of the respective student, and b) we wanted to measure what feeling did the students have on the speed of
grading and if they feel the shorter grading time has benefited them in any specific way or not.
 awarded to all participating students equally, and the rest (0.8) was awarded proportionally to the grades they received from our peer grading method. This motivation is a simulation of our method in the experiment; in the real method, the results obtained from the peer graders also have an effect on the total score of the students, contributing to their motivation for participating in the assessment process. Our results also prove the motivation was sufficient in order to persuade students to provide detailed feedback and responses; 51 out of 53 students (96.23%) provided comprehensive and detailed answers to the open question in the questionnaire.

6.2 Lab Experiment Results

To find insights on the usability of Blockment from the viewpoint of students, we tracked the interactions of eleven students (S₁ to S₁₁) with Blockment and asked them the six questions indicated in Section 5.2 in our laboratory experiment. The researchers took note of all the interactions as well as the oral answers to the questions asked by the participants. The participants were advised to "think aloud" [11] while working with the system so that they enable researchers to track better the interactions and how the students perceive the user flow of Blockment. After the interviews, two researchers annotated the collected notes at the same time and resolved any conflicts as they were brought up. The annotations consisted of the labels positive point, negative points, confusing aspects, and suggestions. For each label, the sample comments were collected and summarized to find the main insights on the design of the Blockment. Generally, all the participants liked the design of Blockment and were able to become familiar quickly with how they should work with the system.

6.2.1 Positive Points. Eight participants (S₂ to S₈) mentioned a resemblance of the general user experience flow to the currently-in-use CW system of their university. Two participants (S₁ and S₁₀) mentioned the familiarity of the interface of Blockment and its similarity to existing MOOC platforms. Four participants (S₁, S₂, S₅, and S₁₁) mentioned the clean and intuitive interface of Blockment, and three participants (S₁, S₅, and S₇) specifically mentioned the benefit of allocating a separate, all-in-one page for every homework, in which they can both submit their own solutions and grade those of others, in providing an intuitive interface.

6.2.2 Negative Points. Two participants (S₃ and S₄) expected a search functionality in courses and homework titles, which was not existent in the original design. One participant (S₉) didn’t like the system’s flow, found it unnecessarily
complicated, and preferred to upload the files from the main page without needing to navigate to the inner pages. Five participants (S3 to S9) expected more detailed descriptions of the assessment process to increase transparency by means of the user interface.

6.2.3 Confusing Aspects. Two participants (S1 and S5) were initially confused by the assessment process in Blockment and could not discover that they first needed to submit a solution themselves before starting to grade the others. One participant (S11) could not find how our method’s assessment process works and differs from the traditional peer grading processes by looking at the system alone, and needed more explanation from the researchers to find out how the system works.

6.2.4 Suggestions. Three participants (S1, S7, and S10) mentioned the need for a system-wide help functionality, which is evident in many other systems [94], but didn’t exist in Blockment. One participant (S4) suggested adding a learner’s dashboard where users can see which courses they have submitted their handouts for, which courses they have to grade handouts for, and how much they have progressed in their enrolled courses. Two participants (S3 and S6) suggested embedding Blockment as an extension to existing CW systems (e.g., Moodle11) as compared to a separate system, to maximize the familiarity with the system when using our new assessment method.

7 DISCUSSION

In this research, we explore the previous works and available literature on computer-supported peer assessment. We find five of the limitations considered in previous works, namely low reliability of scores, lack of transparency, effect of personal bias, high grading burden, and lack of strong motivation. To find a viable solution to these limitations, the current study investigates the benefits and challenges of using a peer grading system based on blockchain technology among students and in educational environments. As our method is new, there is also the need to investigate how this method can be embedded in a user-centric interface. Thus, in addition to providing and evaluating our peer assessment method, we design and test Blockment and provide details on how to embed our method in a user-centric tool.

Our evaluation of the new method proposed by us indicates that our method has had positive benefits on various measurable dimensions of grading procedures, including grade reliability, the bias of assessors, grading speed, transparency of the assessment process, and motivation of the graders. Moreover, our laboratory experiments show that the design of Blockment is generally intuitive to the students and that the students can quickly become familiar with our system. Comparing the grades in the two methods (our new method and the traditional centralized method) indicates that our methods did not pose any significant inflation in the grades. Also, students claimed the grades in the new method were significantly fairer than the traditional way and received their grades significantly faster than the previous approach. They were also motivated to participate in the grading process using our approach to peer grading and demonstrated a high understanding of how the grading process works in our method.

In summary, the results from our experiment indicate:

- There is no significant difference between the grades given to the students in our method versus the traditional method, indicating that our method doesn’t affect the grade reliability.
- There is a significantly higher measured fairness and unbiasedness in the grades in our method compared to the traditional method, indicating that our method is fair and unbiased in the peer grading context.

11https://moodle.org/
• The traditional way takes a significantly longer time for the grading process, indicating that our method is a faster approach to grading.
• The answers to the open-ended questions asked from the students specifically includes feedback signifying a deep understanding of the grading process, indicating that our method is considered transparent in a peer grading setting.
• Students provided comprehensive answers and were motivated in participating in the experiment due to the bonus score approach we took into account in the method. Consequently, the motivation was considered sufficient although the students were not compensated with money for participating in the grading process.
• The results of the lab experiment for the design of Blockment indicate an overall beneficial user experience flow, as well as providing suggestions on how to further improve systems used for peer grading contexts.

7.1 Theoretical and Practical Contributions

Former research studies have investigated systems whose major theories are based on methods to make assessment fairer with peer grading. However, this study tried to introduce a modern method to design a system that aims to make assessment fairer, more transparent, faster, more instructive for students, and more reliable. We showed in our experiments that the results of the questionnaires collected from the students proved that they believe that our method is fairer than the conventional grading method. Moreover, as the main attributes of a blockchain-based system are transparency, our method was also considered transparent by the students. Not only the proposed method is fairer, but also it is faster. Finally, our suggested system is more reliable, and the process of assessing the papers could be trusted in a course based on the experience of the classes on which we tested our method.

Therefore, our research makes several contributions to the literature on HCI and CSCL. First, we propose a new peer grading method based on blockchain technology, which, according to our study, is more reliable, more transparent, fairer, faster, and more motivating than the traditional centralized approaches. Second, we identify the potential drawbacks of adopting a decentralized system and make accommodations for them in our blockchain backbone architecture. Third, we design and implement Blockment, a user-centric tool for peer grading, and evaluate it in a laboratory experiment. We also provide a collection of user feedback on the design of Blockment, which can be used as a guideline for future user-centric peer grading systems.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

Nevertheless, there are known limitation in our research work, especially in how we measure the metrics above. For example, we only compared the grades in our method to traditional centralized approaches and did not perform any comparison with the other conventional peer grading methods. While the comparison with centralized settings demonstrates that our method does not have any specific adverse effect on the grades, future works can compare with more methods to further investigate our proposed method in educational settings. In addition, we measured fairness using two questions (asking for the fairness of the student’s grades, as well as the grades of the classmates, for each student) to reduce the personal bias of the students; however, more study should be done to find if this is the premier approach to reduce the personal bias of the participants. Moreover, in our method, we trust the students not to write their names on their solutions, and we checked the solutions manually to make sure they didn’t violate this rule. However, we call for researchers to find how to enforce this rule in real-world large-scale educational settings.

Also, as we didn’t have access to precise data on how long the instructor took to grade each handout separately (classified according to the respective student’s name), we aimed to measure the grading speed qualitatively. Future
studies can investigate the effect of our method on the grading speed in more details and/or quantitatively. Moreover, we did not ask any specific questions in the survey regarding the motivation of the students participating in our study, so our claims on the student’s motivation lack quantitative backing data. We suggest future researchers add specific queries on the participants’ motivation to participate in our peer grading process.

Another limitation is the approach to detect fraud in the system. The students may decide to misjudge the students’ papers, and all the students of the class score others collaboratively a certain grade; therefore, in that case, the scores would not be correct. To mitigate this issue, we propose that the instructor and the teaching assistants participate in the grading process as well, and if the difference between their scores and those of the students is higher than a certain threshold, it would be detected as fraud. Moreover, if the number of students in the class tends to be large, the possibility of this kind of fraud being occurred will become less. We invite future researchers to find specific rules to implement in such a system, so that fraud in the grading process is detected before being conducted and submitted to the blockchain. Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that our study has been done in a limited scale, for example, including only a limited number of classrooms and students in the undergraduate program of our university; thus, more detailed and in-depth investigations are needed to sufficiently prove the claimed contributions.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new peer grading method based on blockchain technology and the previous literature on HCI and CSCL by addressing the principal shortcomings of conventional peer grading approaches, as noted in the previous works. In addition, we extracted specific principles and design concepts for a user-centric design incorporating our method and developed Blockment based on the collected ideas. We tested our method in a classroom experiment, which showed high reliability of grades, low personal bias of assessors, high speed of grading, high transparency of the assessment process, and high motivation of participants. We also conducted a laboratory experiment to evaluate the design of Blockment and collected and clustered user feedback on the design of our system. The results of our experiments show our method and our implemented system as up-and-coming viable solutions for peer assessment processes in educational environments.
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